
Student Resources

Lincoln School Website: www.lincolnroe56.org

Links to Edgenuity & Teacherease on homepage:

To log on to Edgenuity use the username and password provided
to you.

http://www.lincolnroe56.org


Checking Your Lincoln Email

You will be provided a Lincoln email & password.
To access it, click on the Outlook logo at the bottom of the Lincoln website

- Type in your email and password here

- This is where you will receive important messages from staff at
Lincoln. You can also email staff.

- Edgenuity will also send you progress update emails here.



Navigating Edgenuity

- Remember - the goal is to reach at least 5% total, across both core
classes, each day.

How to email teacher/counselor/admin ...
- In the upper right corner you will see this envelope logo

-
- Click “New Message”

-
- Search for the name of the person you’d like to email

-
- Type your message & hit “Send”
- Be patient in waiting for a response to your Edgenuity email



- Outlook emails & messages through Remind will be responded
to more quickly

- Check your Edgenuity email every day!  Your teacher will notify
you of your progress, points, and starting percentages each
morning.

Here’s where you can find your progress …

- In the above picture, I am 0% complete with my classes

Here is how to estimate how much work you’ve completed at the
end of your work day …

- Your teacher will let you know what your starting percentage is
- On your Edgenuity homescreen, you will see an estimation of what

percentage complete you are at in the class. Take this number and
subtract what you started at from it.

- For example - if you are at 57.3 in Biology, and you started at 54.82 …
- 57.3 - 54.82 = 2.48% (keep working!)



How to take notes …

- Click on the + symbol in the upper right corner
- Type any key information while listening to the lecture in the eNotes

tab
- You may also take handwritten notes
- Your teacher can also provide you with Guided Notes from Edgenuity

for some classes - just ask!

Important note-taking tips:
● No need to write definitions - you have a dictionary & glossary

already
● Do not write down every single thing the lecturer says
● Write down important dates & names, and just a few words to help

you remember why they’re important
● When handwriting, organize your notes in columbs with important

info



- Notice that there are also tabs for a Glossary and the Transcript of the
lecture.

- Do NOT copy the Transcript into your notes or into short answer
responses. This is plagiarism!



How to have stories read aloud …
On the right side of the page you will see this toolbar

This headphones logo will allow you to have the story read aloud.  If you
highlight a section and then hit the “Play” button, Edgenuity will only read
the highlighted section.



Other helpful tools include the dictionary & the highlighter



How to search the text for certain words …

- Hit Ctrl+F to pull up a search bar in the upper right corner



Different Calculators ...
The calculators available change depending on which Math class you are
in.
Here is where they are located

This is tab will open up a formula sheet

Lincoln’s Edgenuity Rules & Policies

- Students must complete assignments with a 60% or higher in order to
have quizzes unlocked

- For example, in the picture below - this assignment would be reset in
order for the student to earn at least a 60%



- Quizzes must also be passed with a 60% in order to move on to the
next activity. Students have 2 attempts to pass the quiz with a 60% or
better. If a 3rd attempt is needed, your teacher will offer help in
understanding the quiz.

- No plagiarizing (copying & pasting) from outside sources or
Edgenuity lecture transcripts


